
HOW TO WRITE A RULE TO DESCRIBE A REFLECTION

Write the mapping rule for the reflection of Image A to Image B. You can describe the reflection in words, or with the
following notation.

There are 3 types of reflections that you need to know about in regards to the order pair rules. Imagine a
straight line connecting A to A' where the origin is the midpoint of the segment. Well to figure out what type
of reflection this is let's write a little, draw a little sketch here, so I'm going to make an x axis and a y axis and
I'm just going to pick some random point in the first quadrant here and we're going to call this point a and let's
say point a has x coordinate 3 and y coordinate 5. The final one that you should know by heart is xy is mapped
onto yx. Corresponding parts of the figures are the same distance from the line of reflection. To perform a
geometry reflection, a line of reflection is needed; the resulting orientation of the two figures are opposite.
Secondly we have xy is mapped onto x and -y which means if we go back to our original point, x is going to
stay the same and our y is going to be taken the opposite of so the opposite of 5 would be -5 so now our point
a double prime is going to be at 3,-5 so it looks like our line of reflection is the x axis so what we're saying
reflection over the x-axis. The line of reflection will lie directly in the middle between the original figure and
its image. What this one does, it takes every x coordinate and then makes that into a y coordinate and does the
same for your y coordinates, every y coordinate becomes an x coordinate so if we have a, our a since we have
a prime and a double prime our a triple prime is going to be at 5, 3 so what I'm going to do is I'm going to
write 3, 5 right here. Now, if we go over to our image, if I start with a the next vertex is b not d, so that's what
we mean when we say the image has opposite orientations because when you reflect it you're going to have a
different order of vertices that's going to be important when you get to Chemistry. Now according to this order
pair rule I'm going to take my x and takes its opposite and I'm going to keep my y exactly the same so the
opposite of 3 is going to be -3 so I'm going to have to write my new image a prime over on this side of the y
axis so what is our line of reflection? The Mira is placed on the line of reflection and the original object is
reflected in the plastic. For calculator. And the last thing is you can kind of consider this a flip that will be the
non mathematical way of describing a reflection. Reflection in a Point: A point reflection exists when a figure
is built around a single point called the center of the figure, or point of reflection. If you forget the rules for
reflections when graphing, simply fold your paper along the x-axis the line of reflection to see where the new
figure will be located. In a point reflection in the origin, the image of the point x,y is the point -x,-y. So that
way in your quiz when your teacher says what does this mapping do x, y -xy well you can say it's going to be
reflected over y axis. Notice that each point of the original figure and its image are the same distance away
from the line of reflection. Reflect over any line: Remember that each point of a reflected image is the same
distance from the line of reflection as the corresponding point of the original figure. While any point in the
coordinate plane may be used as a point of reflection, the most commonly used point is the origin. This one
when you keep x the same and take the opposite of y you know that's a reflection over the x axis and last when
you switch the x's and y's that will reflect it over line y equals x. When you reflect a point in the origin, both
the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate are negated their signs are changed. The reflection of the point x,y
across the y-axis is the point -x,y. Next, a point and its image are equidistant from the line of reflection so
again let's go back to our little example here and if I picked this vertex c and if I drew a perpendicular from
vertex c to the line of reflection, that's going to be the same distance as its image which is c prime, so the
distance from c prime to that line of reflection will be congruent, so that's how you know how far to reflect
and in what direction over the line that is given to you. You may be able to simply "count" these distances on
the grid. For every point in the figure, there is another point found directly opposite it on the other side of the
center such that the point of reflection becomes the midpoint of the segment joining the point with its image. I
was thinking that the x coordinates changed but since the x coordinates are changing that means that the y axis
is our line of reflection.


